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Eastern State ·News
"Tell the Truth and Don't Be Afraid"

think
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This is
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News Reporter
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Paul Sloan Asks

KEEP YOUR eye on the FF bullseye! Keep your eye on the FF

"Are Schools Progressive?"
At Today's Assembly Program

Keep Your Eye.on
'
The FF Bullseye

�
"A SCHOOL is progressive and you and I are progressive teachers

bullseye! FF, that's the Fall Fes
tival son, and it's going to break

just in so far as the students who graduate from our schools bav�

4

loose Friday, Nov. 1 , from 9 p. m.

(1) critical, free minds, and (2) democratic universal behavior patterns,"
declared Dr. Paul Sloan, before assembly today. Dr. Sloan, member of

to 12 midnight, in' the Health Edu
cation building.

Eastern's faculty from '34 to '38, is now a member of the Education de-

Gene Trimble and his 15 piece
orchestra will get the Fall Fes
tival awa y from the barrier in a
fast break. His smooth orchestra,
featuring three vocalists, promises
a solid evening of danci.ng pleas
ure.

Who
ounced oy
ent Council
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rERFIELD
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:N STUDENTS of East
were on the final list for

Who in American Universi
Colleges received by Bill
1ld, president of the Student
yesterday morning. The
of students nominated by
ncil, voted upon by the
for council consideration;
1e final vote was by the
aaing a graduate� system.
chosen were Jean Ashby,
.ghman, Bob Black, June
Everette
Cooley,
Bill
Neal
.Id, Rose Jarboe,
Ray Metter, Shirley Mid
�oy
Miller,
Jack
'
'ugh, John Roberts, Ar
and B e r ni e

Gamma Delta
Opens New House
Delta was initiated October 30 in
the form of a Hallowe'en party.
cerning international Gamma Delta
was

held.

Games

of cards

pfayed. Refreshments

of

were

coffee,

cookies and ice cream were served.

'Flu' Shots Nov. 17
VACCINE

shots

will be given at the Health ser
vice in the Health Education bu�ld
ing, Monday, November 17 from

TER A. Klehm and Dr.
0. Gallington of the In
Arts staff will attend a
arts conference in Chicago

I-�

ER·

(NG

ilNG

end.
:h of th e 50 members of
:her training group acts
· nan for one
meeting, and
:rs are elected.

3:00 p. m. to 4:30 p.
All

faculty

and

m.

students

who

have signed to receive these shots
should be present at that time.
Shots

will be administered by

Dr. W. M. Talbert, district health
superintendent from Decatur, and
a local physician.

.

L. Crabb .to Speak at
tion.al Book Week' Ass�mbly
optimist and
right
wrote
Crabb recently in a letter
his address at assem
Wednesday. Dr. Crabb's
,Jrill l} ear the title "I Suc
One Time" and will proba
with his writing experi
.
keeping with National

Rt good shining
a tolid wall of evil,"

1k.
1bb is professor of English

Peabody College for
In Nashville. He is the
•Breakfast at the Hermi
aovel of Nashville rebuild-

outside the Registrar's

ing, "Dinner at Belmont," a novel
of captured Nashville, and "Supper
at the Maxwell House," a novel of
recaptured Nashville. He escapes
from meals and Nashville's plight
in the novel that is now at the
printers called Home to the Hermi
tage, which deals with the life of
Rachel and Andrew Jackson.
Dr. Crabb has been a school
teacher and a southerner all
his life. Born in Kentucky, he
graduated from Western � en
tucky State Teachers col� ege
in 1910 and began his teach
.ing tour
of Kentucky
and
Tennessee. He came to Pea
body in 1927 and besides his
teaching duties he edits the
Peabody Journal o'f Education.
his
own
biographical
In
sketch, Dr. Crabb wrote, "I am
a member of the Kiwanis club,
am a Baptist, and I would ra
ther vote the Democratic ticket
than any other, though some
times that alternative is forc
ed upon me."
Besides his novels, Dr. Crabb
has written an odd assortment of
textbooks and magazine articles.
His texts cover English, history
and spelling, and he has written
for the Kentucky School Journal,
the National Parent Teacher, and
The American Boy.
. While on campus Dr. Crabb will
deliver two speeches. The first
will be Tuesday· evening to the
Engli!\!, a.tl4. social science majors
a:.ld faculty members at a social
gathering in Pemberton Hall.

·

�

Of

in

spelling

names or classification.

The modern :eoncept as for
mulr ted by Charles Darwin,
William James,
and
John
Dewey,
advQCates
progress
through changing rather than
perpetuating. "But," added Dr.
Sloan, "we must be careful
because change may be cha
otic as well as progressive."

of
The

list should be consulted be
fore the end of this week.

'The Messiah' to Be

In pointing out that, in demo
cratic societies, educatfon has be
come recognized as the right of
all, Dr. Sloan said, "If there is one
thing which should be obvious to
anyone concerned· with the future
of mankind, it is that education
for an evolving one-world cannot
be satisfied to deal entirely with
what is already known; it must
prepare for the continued explor
ation of the unknown."

Presented December 14
MORE THAN 300 students, facult y members, and the community
people attended the second
re
hearsal of "The
Messiah"
last
night. "The Messiah" will be pre
sented to the public Sunday, De
cember 14
at 4 p. m.
in
the
Health Education building.
"The Messiah", which is a com
munit y project, is being directed
by Dr. Leo J. Dvorak, head of
Eastern's music department.

"The fact that one has al
ways done thing s a given way
is probably the best possible
reason for re-examining one's
reasons and one's methods, to
see if a better way can't be
found," pointed out Dr. Sloan,
and emphasized the fact that
"education is no more static
than atomic energy. 1947 ideas
are as much needed as 1947
houses or
tracwrs
or
air
planes.

The formal groups
which
are participating are: Char
leston high school chorus, di
rected
by
M i s s Charlotte
Glenn;
Eastent
State
high
school chorus, directed by Mr.
Earl Boyd;
Eastern's
Girls'
Glee club, directed. by
Miss
Ruth Ann Bu tell; the college
chorus;
Eastern's symphony
orchestra, directed by Mr. Lee
Crook; an&
various
church
:ehoirs of Charleston.

There were no squad cars in at
that time, so Sheriff Graham came
in person and drove the offender
back to the court house. The sales
man was told to refund the money
involved in the sales and leave town
or go to jail. The 11 dollars
were i;eturned immediately, and the
man promptly left town.
President Buzzard said today
that the ruling is not a law. It is
a ruling laid down by the Teachers'
College board and is in effect in
all five of the Illinois teacher's
colleges.
A flying crew of magazine· sales
men were working through Cam
pus City on the same day, but re
ports of their activity reached the
President's office too late for ac
tion. President Buzzard asked that,
in the future; all solicitors be asked
to leave the area. He said that if
they do not comply immediately
that residents should either call the
police or notify the Dean of Men's
office immediately.

Dr. Sloan explained that there
is no "yes-and-no'
formula
for
judging progressiveness
of
our
schools, but gave the
following
criteria as a basis for judging:

"Facult y
members
and
their
wives, students, and
community
people, who have sung 'the Mes
siah' previously, are invited to par
·ticipate in this production," said
Dr. Dvorak.

Are the aims and curriculum
flexible enough-to meet the chang
ing needs of pupils? Is procedure
or teaching method centered in
the process
of
problem-solving
rather than answer memorizing?
Is evaluating and/or testing done
primarily to find better ways of
teaching and learning?

The schedule for coming re
hearsals is:
Nov. 19-0rchestra and soloists.
Nov. 25-Chorus.
Dec. 2-Chorus.
Dec. 9-Chorus.

Those people opposed to pro

( Continued

on page 10)

Open Letter to Eastern
Students and Alums
To the Students of Eastern:
WORK ON the fifty-year anniversary history of the college is

now actively underway by the faculty of the Department of
the Social Sciences. We are eager to obtain items of any nature

which might be of interest in the writing of this history. Many

World Federalists,

of the students now on the campus are the sons, daughters, ne

Inc., Elect President
THE EASTERN State chapter of
the United World Federalists,
Inc. met last Wednesday at 7:30
p. m. in room 10 of Main hall. The
body drew up and adopted a con
stitution, and elected officers.
Officers elected are Omer To
bias, president;
Forrest Suycott,
vice-president; Jahala Foote, sec
retary; Ralph Widener, treasurer;
and Marguerite Rhodes, librarian.
It was decided that a correspond
ence secretary would
be elected
when further growth of the group
made it necessary.
In order to facilitate the form
ing of their Eastern Staie chapter,
a volunteer group of six student
observers attended
the national
convention of United World Fed
eralists, Inc. in the Jefferson hotel
in St. Louis on November 1. Those
who made the trip were Elwin
Popham, Joe Ewing, Omer Tobias,
Clo Harwood, Dorothy Cooley, and
Philip Nance.

con-

fice and report to the office
any errors

A MAGAZINE salesman ran afoul
the "no solicitor" ruling that is
imposed on Eastern's campus last
Wednesday.
The salesman
had
just made one sale of $11 dol
laTS when he was ebeerved. Pres
ident· Buzzard, acting as Dean of
Men in the absence of Dr. Rudolph
Anfinson, who was in Chicago at
the time, called Sheriff Carl Gra
ham of Coles county, to send a
squad car to the scene.

Health Service Gives

SHOULD

sult the ·class lists posted

Sheriff Graham Assists 1n
Capturing Campus Culprit

INFLUENZA

•

STUDENTS

Joe Doaks, senior,
says:
"Ah
been around Eastern for nigh onto
four years now, and the Fall Fes
tival promises to be one of THE
high spots. Keep your eye on the
FF bullseye!'

meeting "con

Speaking on " Are Your Schools
Progressive?" in
observance
of
American Education
week,
Dr.
Sloan said he believes the word
"progress"
the focal point of
the problem bf progressivism. ,

N OTICE

�

NEW STUDENT center of Gamma

A short business

partment at New York State Col
lege for Teachers in Buffalo.

The Fall Festival, sponsored by
Alpha Phi Omega,
scout
service
fraternity, in cooperation with the
six Greek letter organizations on
campus, Trailerville,. Eastern State
club, and the Campus City organi
zation, is a benefit for an e -GI
Eastern student and his wife who
has undergone several serious and
expensive
operations.
Admission
will be 60 cent s per person.

. . . and Sheriff

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1947

phews, ·or nieces of former students. Such students are urged to

ask their parents and relatives to look through old letters and

papers for items relating to the school. Perhaps

the old folks

might be persuaded to write down a few recollections of interest

ing happenings on the campus in the days gone by.
Any material so obtained

should

·

be brought to

room 39,

Main building, or handed to a member of ·the

Social Science

Department

State

staff. If mailed in, it should be addressed to Prof. C. H. Coleman,
of

the

Social

Sciences,

Eastern

college,

Charleston, Illinois. Any material marked for return, with name

and addresse given, will be carefully preserved during the writ

i�g of the 'history and returned when the manuscript has been

completed.
'

Thanks a lot,

students and

former students, for any

help

that you can give to this historically significant project. Those

working on it hope to make it both complete and interesting, but
*

they need your help. Eastern has played an important role in

the development

of American education during the past

half

century. The college history will put this "on the record" for

all to see.

Thank You,
DR. CHARLES H. COLEMAN

·

Wednesday, N ovember 1

PAGE . TWO

The Soap Box

Rankin Beaten

Can the _South See the Light?

Veteran Student
. Defends Profs

.

WHILE DEMOCRATIC National Chairman J. Howard McGrath and Rep)lblican National Chairman Carroll Reece
were keeping a weather -eye peeled on the gubernatorial race
Editor, Eastern State News
Dear Sir:
in Kentucky, quite a few. non-politicians were watching the
As a veteran and student, I
senate fight in Mississippi. The result was gratifying.
strongl y protest the misrepresen
Both Reece and McGrath used the Kentucky election as
tations that appeared in last weeks
a barometer to sound out the presidential storm which will
News under the Soap Box column.
be brewing next year, while those persons who watched the
The article to which I refer con
Mississippi election .placed the interests of non -racial pre
cerned the "GI indictment of our
·
judices above political interests.
institutions -of higher ·learning,"
In that state John Rankin was fighting for the late . and was signed by SLK.
Theodore Bilbo's �enate seat. Taking up the white supremacy
I have studied history and liter
torch where Bilbo dropped it, Rankin was striving to carry
ature, and I never recall having
it to new heights. That he ran fifth in a field of five demo
to memorize the date that Shakes
crats and one republican could be highly significant.
peare first said ' "Hello" to Ann
Hathaway, how many hours Ben
John Stennis, who was elected to succeed
Bilbo, had
jamin Franklin had to stand in the
practically ignored racial issues in his pre-election speeches
If the people of even one Southern state have awakened to
the realization that white supremacy is not ·the answer to
existin� racial problems, a great forward step has been taken.

rain with his kite, nor do I ever
remember "frittering" awa y any
of m y time while studying 'these
subjects.
F urthermore, since when is
the study of anything concern
ed with the Declaration of In
dependence,
L a t i n, Shake
speare, or Benjamin
Frank
lin "inconsequential." Know
ing such facts as those causes
underlying the Declaration of
Independence · and
Benjamin
Franklin's discoveries iS' es
sential.

Where wou ld our state depart
ment be today if they ignored the
importance of
historical
data?
Where would our scientists be if
they refused
to
recognize the
phenomena of previous discover
ies ? ·
The article also stated, "The
I

Oh, Bell

'

IN LINE with all the improvements that are in the throes of
. becoming immiqent at Eastern such as the- new library,
gingko seeds, and the enlarged heating plant, not to mention
the cafeteria why not a new system of class bells in· Old
Main? The extra fifty-five minute bell necessitated by the
high school schedule can be confusing enough, ·but having
the entire system six or seven minutes late makes for com
plete chaos.
If a student happens to have a class in Old Main, imme
diately followed by one in the Health Education building, plus
the added hazard of a not-too-eager-to-call-it-quits professor
in the former class, his chances of being punctual are slight
unless he has trained with the track team or owns a motorcycle.
Perhaps a modern versiOn of the town crier would do
the trick-let some watch-owning individual wander about
the halls clanging a bell and crying, "Hear ye! Hear ye!
Time to give up and attempt a· fresh start in another room! "
Is the Machine Age declining, or do they still manufacture
useful items, such as clocks and bells?

·

·

YOV KNOW-WE COllLD USE A
LITTLE HORE MONEY OVRJ'E/. VE..J'

- Wrong Again

Entertainment Course Not a Trap

Antidote

YOU DON'T live in a totally treacherous world of all rootless, restless people, and Dr. Glenn H. Seymour has not
slyly arranged a cool, crafty plan to maneuver you into posi
tion for an undesirable' experience when he arranges the pre
sentation of true artists to perform at Eastern's entertainment
ABOUT A yeart ago, editor Eu
courses.
gene Price composed an editorLast Thursday evening one of the world's highly praised
ial under the heading, Council
pianists moved his fingers across the keys of the Health
Chooses "Who's Who"
Educa.tion building's grand piano and created realistic im
Ho Hum?. I n it he sug
pressions of various sorts for those who watched and listen
gests · that a few well
placed petitions
might
ed. If you missed the program. you truly skipped the chance
serve to discourlge the
to hear a superior at work.
Student Council's prac
It doesn't require a degtee in music to enable one to ap
tice of electing itself
preciate the performance of a man such as Mr. Ericourt. In ·
music, whoever you are, whatever you are, there is something . and its personal friends to "Who's
Who in .American CollegeS'.
The
there for you. It's not a case of pain for gain. How can you
petitions were never placed, and
realize gain if you will not expose yourself to one of its foods.
so the Junior Socialites had their
You're not really afraid, probably afraid of the unknown.
merry ·wa y in dealing out the cake
Shakespeare's words: "If music be the food of life, play on."

Who's Who Is
Who's Who?

'I
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I, for one, want more
education because
when I
school I want to be mental�
ped to face life and its man�
lems intelligentl y and oiit
I want a firm foundation
arguments, and I wa\.t 4o
something inside on which
m y opinions. A good, well
ed education will give me
things, and getting them
main objective in attend'
lege.
If I wanted to speci a ·
a d efinite trade or prof
I would attend a trade or
fessional school. (For tJae
thor's benefit, and upon
quest, I will be more than
PY to recommend a few
trade and professional
of known standing and
tation.)

Everyone realizes,
realize, 'that colleges and
sities are crowded today, so
yond capacity, and that it
always possible to give ea
dent the course of study he
These sanre institutions are
everything · within their po
accommodate all, but such ·
always possible.
In the meantime, and
present conditions are ha
normal, let's not allow a
minority
of
th e
"modern and realistic"
dents endanger our pr
ed ucational system, or I
small group of self-app ·
"progressives" su b s t it1
comic books for the litera
now being used.

Where Is Thy.Ring?
.

veteran wants more
and realistic
courses,"
"This is the point of ·
the student.'' Both are
mis-state ments of· fact
they are demonstrably not
views of the majority of
dents.

and candy, tossing in a few de
serving ones to pacify those who
might c ompl ain too loudly.
This year though, we had the
council's promise that it would be
done differently. Thfs year it was
to be a joint faculty-Student Coun
cil project. This was the informa
tion made available to the student
bod y whose "interests" the Stu
dent Council serves.
Here's how it was really done:
1. Each member of the Stu
dent Council submitted a list
of ten names for consideration.
2. Thirt y names were chos
en from· the aggregate on a
bas is of frequency of appear
ance on the indi vi du al lis ts.
3. These thirty names were
submitted to the faculty, with
the reque!ilt that each faculty
member indicate the fifteen
that he considered m.ost eli
gible.
4. A report on the faculty
endorsements: was made to the
Council, following which
the
Council elected the fifteen per
sons whose names will actual
·Jy be submitted to Who's
Who. What did the faculty
have to do with it?
The names originall y submitted
showed the preferences of the in
dividual members of the Student
Council. No one else, faculty or
otherwise, was allowed to suggest
additional nam!!s for Who'S' Who
consideration. From the aggregate,
the list was narrowed to thirty
names, still without
suggestion,

Let's live the present, usi
past as one of the means f
termining the future.

Danie

' J.

Respectfully you
William James E

addition or deletion, by anyone out
side the council. The Thirt y were
submitted to the faculty, to muse
upon more than anything else, to
alloW' them to indicate their pref
erences among those already se-

dent body, and the entire
dent body. They do not de
Either let the Student C
assume the stature of a
erning body, or let it be
inated along with other
·
lected.
wood.
The final straw was that
the Chez
MEMBERS OF
none of the recommendations
Twelve O'clock Lunch clu
of the faculty were considered
Monday noon for the purp
binding in an y wa y u pon the
conducting the annual elec '
final vote, save that any name
nominees for Who's Who at
without a single endorsement
Dody. Coincidentally, the
was dropped. The assumption
ber of electees just
equaJ4
'
was that faculty opinion, made
membership of t he
organ
known, would have tremendous
and oddly enough all Chez
weight. The final vote showed
members have been elected,
otherwise.·
Here fa a list of Who's
. members as elected by
Who's Who cand dates are sup
Doty, and
influenced
posed to be rated academically and
what by the expressed
socially, and according to
what
they have contributed to the col
ions of a couple of men
lege, and what the y are likely to
were digging up the str
THOMAS ROTHCHILD-S
contribute to society when grad
uated.
ed of kinshi p with the f
Surprisingly,
some names
banking house.
got on the final list that actu
DON MUSSELMAN- Pa
ally deserwe the honor, notably
tion in the battle agai
Neal Hudson, of whom the ath
Menace of World Reaction.
letic conference's
recognition
HAROLD VAN DEESTevidently forced the Council's.
living resident. Possibly
But also on the list are many
living human being.
of the well-known afore·men
J. R. ASHWORTH-He has
tioned
Soci ali ties ,
Ju nior
ROBERT. ZIMMERMAN
Greek Favorites, Inter-collegi
pays the rent for the club
ate Busybodies, Herd Fol low 
What can you do?
ers, Chair Warmers, and what
SHELDON KAPLAN- In
have you.
the lower classes makes
A young man who is none of
ganization more democrati41
these, but who holds the Lord
OMER
TOBIAS - Outs
scholarship, and who' has received
work in organizing Che1
tributes and honors for his work
fo r the Homecoming para
in other places (which might oth
NDRMAN AND Ray Yor
erwise have never heard of East
jected successively by Pbi
ern )' was "considered ".
You can
m a Epsdlon, Sigma Tau
look for his name in the final list,
Kappa Sigma Kappa, and
but you won't find it.
A .liberal group always s
"'\
He isn't the only one!
those crushed by society.
The Student Council, supposedly
HAL HUBBARD- The f
the organ for student government
martyr. Bluffed his way
is a weak and listless group con
threatening adverse publici
cerned mostly with faction squab
Ex-members Walter K
bles. It has become so inert that
McCal
Richard
er and
the Who's Who election is the
Carried over from last
only function actually left to it.
Kemper received award
It has not done too well with that.
acting and McCallen for
The Student Council should
recting in the Chez
not serve as a Pan-Hellenic
Musse
presentation of
League. Many representatives
Pink Paradise. They alS'O
elected by fraterll!ities and sor
the trombone.
orities assume that their du
Someone asked REZ w
ties as Council
members in·
thought of the results of the
volve the protection of. their
Who election.
Greek interests. Actually all
"Where do I go to resi
are supposed to serve the stuasked.

j

.

He

~

lay, N ovember 1 2, 1947
.nore
�ourses,"
nt of view
C>th are di
>f ·fact beca1
1trably not
11.jority of

more
when
e mentally
.d its many
and objec
undation fo:
[ wa'ti.t to
on which
�ood, wl!Ul give me
.ng them ·
n attendi
it

bard Writes
ncert from Pupil
'nt of View
1SE OF us who have no pro

'1onal interest in music will

to speciali
or profe:
a trade or
I. (For the
ang upon
more than
md a few
'essional sc
Lding and
lizes,
or
lege s and
:d today, so
md that it
to give eac
)f study he d,
;itutions are
in their po
l, but such

present, usi
the means f ,
future.·

criticism

•

could

be

choice of program.

but

·

made

severe

of

his

That the man is a virtuoso had

already been made known to us

well in advance through publicity;

therefore it

!!eemed

unnecessary

that Mr. Ericourt demonstrate that
quality, not once, but almost with
out exception with each selection
of this program.

With the exception of Mendels
sohn a,nd some of the Debussy, the
program had approximately the
same musical interest as a program
of Czerny finger exercises. Mr.
Ericourt is a part of what is call
ed
Eastern's
"entertainment "
course, which is limited already
to a great extent to musical enter
tainment.It is not up to those who
provide the programs to dictate
what shall be played by the artists,
but they could very readily find
what
sort
of
program
these
artists are likely to present, and
attempt to select those who are
more likely to offer something of
interest to those of us who have
only a layman's knowledge of the
!lrt, but
are
nevertheless the
majority in attendanc�.

e

ntime, and
;ions are ha
tot allow a s
so
the
realistic"
rer our p
�ystem, or I
of self-app
."
SU b St i t
for the litera•
;ed.

PAGE THREE
ly a fine technician,

ACE Clubbers Hear
Daniel Ericourt
•

no

. . of peasants

attempt to deny that Mr.

1rt is

a

fine pianist, especial-

Round

and

Round

brary, look around.

That Is to SayColumnists doubtlessly
commit
many errors and indiscretions, ov
er which you (the readers) have
thrown a broad smile aimed at in
consistency. But I say, and in the'
presence of my faithful knowledge,
that I shall try honestly to write
DONALD KERANS comes up with this remark, "Women without
decently.If I attempt to please all,
principle draw considerable interest. " Donald is the foremost con
I will obviously end in pleasing on
temporary of Einstein. • . A character with a nose for news noticed
ly a few. The possibilities for ex
around the campus lately is Vance "Scoop " Childers, a protege of the
actness are slight. Writing is good
"tunnel lizard, " S. F. Koester.Since joining the News, Childers is going
for the unlearned, bad for those
who are offended, and neither good
mad trying to out-scoop other reporters. . . Walter Kemper says,
. nor bad· for the blind. What is de"Intoxication is to feel sophisticent ma y not be right, and what is
cated and not be able to pronounce
right needs not be decent.
freshman from Metcalf, entered
it." Walter is sighting a future M.
Pem Hall Herald
her eighth week as a tyro. Agnes
D. . . . Marie Bell, one of those
Pem Hall is a woman's place.
dislikes
people
who,
after
being
Pemite's, would be lost
without
I like it.
told where she lives, ask, "Yes, I
Emily Post's contribution. Marie
Open only to the fa_irer race.
know, but where is Metcalf ? ' ...
is usuall y equipped with telescope
\
I like it.
Where is it ? . . . Bill Strebing
and black-book to meet Pem Hall
No man should enter unless by
escorts at 10:30 every night . . . says, "There are only two good
request,
Your guess is as good a:.; mine . . . women in the w <j"ld; one of them
(Continued on page 10)
i s dead, and the other is not to be
Ed Gillis says, "I tried to impress
found."
her but she looked at me as if I
was a train she didn't have to
Revised Quotations
take. " . . . Anna Marie Irby and
EVERYTH ING
Some of the most interesting
her girl scouts receive this week's
mistakes that afflict mankind· proPHOTOGRAPHIC
honorable mention for
initiative.
ceed from alcohol.
Anna works with the group every

Thoughts on Women, Alcohol,
And Cont.emporary Comment

night. Always attempting to bene
fit Charleston . . . Agnes Glenn,

If thou seekest

Dr. Pearl Bryant
DR. PEARL Bryant spoke on
speech correction at the ACE
meeting Tuesday. Pictures for the
Warbler were taken and refresh
ments were served.
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latest Decca disk

.

\

AYBE you've heard other good disks of
this tune-but that was before Joe

.

Another record that stands out is the

r ec ord of Camel cig arettes. More men
and women are smoking Camels than
ever before! .
You'll find the answer in your "T-Zone"
( T for Taste and T for Throat). Try
Camels. Discover why, with smokers
who have tried and compared, Camels

•

ICE CREAM

•

are the "choice of experience."

·

I know
-&om exP.erience

CAMELS

suit

me

best !

m.

to 1 p.

m.

CL ASS. OF '25
510 JACKSON

Mooney waxed it. His record is a stand ou t

"La.zy Countryside11

.
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HOME MADE

Ask Your Grocer

•

741 Sixth St.

6BREAKFAST

Prompt Delivery Service

•

706 Jackson Stree t
Charles ton, Ill.

SNACKBAR

SUNDAES

. A PRODUCT THAT MUST PLEASE

•

THE CAMERA SHOP
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Revere Movie
Equipment

DELIVERY SERVICE

GIANT MALTS
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the picture to pieces."

"And Son,

The Avenger

"I suppose the dog did the same

. thing to elephants. "

Jim looked dejected

and

said,

"No, the poor thing couldn't cope

with the situation.He went nuts."
"Nuts ? "
"Yes,

and

don't interrupt

me.

My uncle took him to Africa. Well,

they

went

straig'kt

to

Lake

Tanyanika. Once they were there,

they went right to the elephant
country. That is right around the
source of the Nile, you know.

"Well, the first day they were
out, the dog spotted a whole covey
of elephants."
'"Herd, you mean."

"Well, no.As a matter of fact·he

smelled them."

"Oh, well. Go ahead."

•

•
. i.

"Well, this dog got right in the
middle of the covey before he
knew it. The varmits were so big
that he couldn't point at one's head
and tail at the same time, and he
wanted to point at the whole bunch.
The only thing that he figgered he
could do was to keep turning. He
musta whirled there for 15 minutes
before my uncle spotted him. My
uncle flushed the elephants and
got three before they got away-he
had a 20 gauge pump-and the dog
went after the dead ones:"" That
finished him off.They were too big
to retrieve. He finally gave up af
ter he had strained his jaw trying
to pick one up and laid down.

_L .

•

•

lor the ONE THOUSANDTH and THIRD tlme1
NO. I .4M NOT KAY Kl'SERI"

,

Jim McKay

s

"My uncle saw that something
was wrong and took him back to
camp, but it was too late.The poor
animal was off his track."

-Elephant Hunting Dog Strains·
Jaw �etrieving Bagged Game

"What was wrong :with him ? "

"He was no good for hunting
after that. He would point at
every barn, woodshed, and out
house he came across. They final
ly made a lap dog out of him. He
did a darn nice job of lappin'."

���Y

WHEN .JI¥
'drc,Pped· by this morning, he was not dressed as
usual. He\lwa:!v', wearing old khaki pants and a flight jacket.
"That is no way. to dress for school." We like to see immaculate
students.
fl!
Jim wa ;i npt visibly· �:(fected. "Who said that I was dressed for
.
school ? " he asked�
"If you

school,

school ? "

are

t�Jl

not

why

dressed

are

you

for
at

"I thought that I would give my
instructors the benefit of my pres
ence this morning. This afternoon
I am away after the elusive bird."
"Oh."

"Oh " is right. The hunting sea
son starts at noon, and who am I
tp let suc.h a trivial thing t\S edu
cation interfere with my outdoor
duties ? "
"Do you mean that you place
hunting before school."

"You heard me tb,e first time.
This morning I got up early, oiled
my trusty old blunderbuss, check
ed my ammunition and put on my
long-handled underwear. I'm prac
tically all set."
"Do lou .have a dog ? "

·

you know my uncle Wilmer ? "

We admitted that we do not.

"All right then.Just like I said.

He trained this dog to hunt ele

phants. And, as a matter of fact,

he made a

trip all the way

Africa just to watch the d� g work
them."

We didn't believe it, of course.

"Jim, "

we

�aid, "how

could

he

train a french poodle to hunt ele
phants if the dog had never seen an
elephant ? "

It was getting
along
toWard
"bed check for all co-' eds " time
last Thursday
evening when I
dropped into Walt's milk shake es
tablishment across Lincoln s reet.
The joint was about deserted, but
far back in a corner beside the juke
bo x I saw Stan Koestel' slumped
dejectedly against the wall.

�

I suddenly remembered the
Jim McKay column of the day
b e fo r e burlesquing Stan's
short stories in the News..
Putting on my cheeriest grin,
I sauntered up. "Hi, Koester,"
said I lightly, "how goes it?"

From behind a cloud of cigarette
smoke he snarled at me, "Sit down,
lug!"

I collapsed, mouth hanging limp.

"You know this guy, Jim Mc
Kay ? " he snapped.
I was rather taken aback by this
apparition of a usually good-na
tured Stan. "No, I ... "
"O.
K.
, can it," he demand
ed, cigarette hanging from
his lips, Bogart style. Even in
the dim light I could see that
his eyes were narrow, blood� shot slits, his
jaw muscles
tight under a two-day stubble,
mouth a thin nasty slash, hair
disheveled. I caught a whiff
of something on hi& breath

•

•
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PORTRAIT

l/<uTul -fretVm

DELUXE

STICKINESS. FRAGRANT AND SOOTHING.

DRIES 'QUICKLY WITHOUT A TRACE OP
'"FEEL THE DIFFERENCE"

FEATURING

YAAOUY PRODUCTS FOR AMEalCA All CUA'RD IN l!N(iLAND AND PINllHID DI ,,.
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BLACK'S PHARMACY
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Have that
appi
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50 Per Cent EASIER
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worms
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irs from the
various furni
tral rooms of
the dining roe
rmed and the :
exercises.
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You'll find Meadow Gold at all Grocers.
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5. Water Color Paper

Insurance. It's fortified with 400 units of Vitamin

New Twin Grip Plastic Curlers

SOFT DRIN KS

For Oil Paintinf

HELM'S

•

PHON E

4. Cotton Canvas

Pasteurized, Homogenized Milk is good Health

•

SAN DWICHES

ART MATERIALS

Send lovely flowers
often!

COLD WAVE PERMANENT

e
e
e

-------

M AKE IT A HABIT !

Full y Ins ured

Al so

7)

MEADOW GOLD

I

For Afternoo n Snacks
Try Our

(Continqed on page

Say it with Flowers

NEW

MAIN

"Shut u p, "
he
"Listen, nobody crosses
McKay has been making
pay through the nose for
formation, b u t that's

3. Brushes, all sizes

H UTTS TAXI

MEADOW

OLD

"What column ? " asked I,
ing innocence.
"You know -damn well t
I mean! About Jim McK&JI
airty 4
•
(the descriptive
tives were unmentionable.)
"This
short
story
b
'Francis Mirapot' or som
My story, get me, my srol'71
gone too far this time." He
to light another fag from the
in his fingers.
"Had it on my desk, r
send to the contest.McKay
in a window and stole it.He
ed the plot around, ruine4
damned thing, ridiculed it ·
column, and said it was wri
F. S. Loester. That's me,
the other
and
Koester,
sounds a lot like louse!"
"I am sure, ' I said encou
ly} "that it was only good
constructive satire with no ·
to . . . "

2. Oil Color Sets

We watched Jim head for the
Apartments, strutting
with
a
jaunty'air.We'll let you know next
week how he made out.

k." So:...tie of t
of locating
"nea hens and
house for im

;,You read that column
day ? "

1. Water Color Sets

CHATTERBOX

ACROSS FROM

firs

I

'�Where ? "

THE . . .

I REPOltTED this to the Charleston, i)olice, but they wouldn't
believe ae.I tried to convince them
that tJ.ere is going to be a mur
der on ,the campus, but they on
ly laughed at me. They wouldn't
take it so lightly if they had seen
•
him that night!

"But I figger I can train one of
them dogs over there to hunt
quail. They ain't so big."

Loc al

ell Weel

Koester Hunts McKay--
With German Machine Gun

"Thatjs too bad."
"Yea h ." Jim turned to leave,
then came back to the desk.

"Pictures, that's how. He would
get our copies of the National
Geographic and show the dog pict
ures, and train it to point, and lay
back its ears and growl, then tear

"No, but I know where I can
get one right away."
"Down in Apartmentville.There .
are so many dogs there that the
garbage man is getting jealous."
"But are they hunting dogs ? "
"No. That doesn't matter. Any
dog can be trained to hunt. My
uncle Wilmer bought a french
poodle and trained it to hunt el
ephants."
"Now, wait a minute, Jim."
"Don't 'wait a minute' me. Do

to

·

Endure

1

OWL WALGRE·EN AGENC
DRUG STORE

EAST SIDE SQUARE

Full 8-oz. bottl1
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Your Eyes

Superstitious? Add

Future Historian

Faculty Praises .Student . Initiative

l

In Progressive Chart Construction

.

A STRIKING example of student originality and initiative is in eviden
in the Main hall. An Eastern sophomore, Donald D. Moberly,, h
worked out an idea of progressive learning in American history
compacting on a chart various phases of that subject.
.
The chart, consisting of typewritten white paper slips arranged
neatly on a background of black
as an example of si ..'.... '"
paper, depicts political leaders and
initiative.
parties, and outstanding events
Dr. Seymou� sulmmed up the
during the
reign of presidents
discussion very aptly when he de
from 1836 to 1864.
clared, "A college is n<' "Jetter than
In conjunction with this is

These to Your 'Couse
And Cure' . Collection
By Dr. Dean A . Ambrose ·
Optometrist
WE HA VE spent much time and
covered reams of paper to bring
you a serious discussion of 'your
eyes. Before we continue with eyes
and reading problems, let us stop
and take it easy.

Some people collect old coins or
stamps; others go in for antique
furniture or rare paintings. If your
hobby is "superstitions,'' here are
some notes on superstitions relat
ing to the human eye.
Sorn es causes of eye troubles :

If you live on a concrete floor,
your eyes will become weak.

To live in a basement, even if
it is well lighted, will make one
have weak eyes.
If you look at a person who has
pink eye, you will catch the dis
ease.

To shave one's mustache after
one has worn it for years will make
poor vision and weak eyes.

If one wears rubber shoes or
boots constantly, he will have weak
eyes as a result.
. To wear goggles with soft rub
ber bases or shields will make
weak eyes.
To wear rubber shoes will pro
duce eyestrain.

Cure of eye troubles :

Raw beefsteak is the best thing
to cure a "black eye. " It will take
out the swelling and remove th�
•
blackness.

If you rub a cat's tail over a
sore eye, it will be cured.

If red pepper gets into your
eyes and hurts them so badly that
you cannot open them, stand in
the door of a church; this will soon
i;ure them.

Fresh warm chicken meat from
a chicken which has just been kill
ed applied to the eye will cure a
sore or bruised eye quickly.
If you have a blacked eye, you
can cure it by pressing a knife
blade against it gently.

If a baby has sore eyes, put
some of the mother's milk into
them. This is a sure cure if you
put the milk in quite often--each
time the baby nurses.
. A man can cure his weak eyes
by letting his mustache grow long.
To cure weak eyes, ' the lower
lobes of the ears should be pierced
with a small instrument.

If you will put .a poultice made
of a raw Irish potato on a black
eye, this will cure it.
Professor of Education Benja
min Cartwright, of the U niversity
of Oklahoma, who has made a
study of the origins and history
of various superstitions, reasons
that superstitions spring from the
quirks of the human mind. Even
today in an enlightened era, some
persons are willing to think il
logically.

Ind Arts Have No
Christmas Cards
CHRISTMAS CARDS will not be
sold by the Industrial Arts club
this year as in previous years. In
past years the club has printed
greeting cards picturing winter
scenes at Eastern, but they are un
able to get any paper except that
of inferior qualit y this season
'l
BACK THE Panthers in their last
two games of the season. Try to
go to Southern this Saturday, and
don't miss the final game of the
season against Western at Schah
rer field.
·

RUSKIN THOMPSON
AND SON MARKET

and his chart

KDP Holds Reception

Players Discuss

ForHonor
Students
'

" Night Must Fall"

THE LOCAL chapter

of

Kappa

THE PLAYERS

Delta Pi, an international honor

society in education, spom:iored an

open meeting in the Old Aud on

.Tuesday

evening,

November 11.

The meeting, an annual occurrence

held

Health Education

the

nesday, November 6. Mr. E. Glendon Gabbard, sponsor of the group,

discussed the Players' winter pro
during American Education week,
was held in recognition of the , duction, "Night Must Fall. " Pres
ident Hal Hubbard adjourned the
honor students of Eastern.
Dr.

Paul Sloan addressed

meeting

the

group. Dr. Sloan, of the New York

taining

after

to

a

discussion . per

members_hip

State College for Teachers, Buf-

ments of Players.

of Eastern's faculty from 1934 to

Robinson Tales Told

falo,

New York, was a member

1938.
After Dr. Sloan's address a re

ception was held for

students.

the

honor

faculty." He

lauded the late

President Lord for his precedent

of giving a "free rein " to a care

fully selected faculty which allows

for greater student initiative, and

said

Dr.

Buzzard

had furthered

this tradition adtnirably.

Said Dr. Sharp, "It is time we

stopped apologizing for ourselves. "
I...

'44 Queen, G. S. Briggs
Marry at Effingham

·

MISS THELMA Eloise Whiteleather, homecoming queen at
Eastern in 1944, became the ,bride
of George Smith Briggs at high
noon, November 8, in the Centen
ary Methodist Church of Effing
ham.

Both the bride and groom are
graduates of Eastern. The bride
was a member of Kappi Pi, nation
al art fraternity, while on campus
and the groom was a member of
Kappa Mu Epsilon and Kappa
Delta Pi, honorary fraternities in
the fields of math an'1 education.
Mrs. Briggs has been iteaching in
the Casey and Effingham sehools
for the last two years, while Mr.
Briggs has taught in Edwardsville
for the last four years.
Mrs. Briggs participated in the
�omecoming celebration this year.

Botanists Travel
MEMBERS OF the Cryptogamicbotany class went to Turkey
Run State park in Indiana Thurs
day, November 6, to study mosses,
liverworts,
and
lichens.
These
plants are being studied in mi
croscopic detail in the laboratory,
and the trip was for the purpose
of a natural study in their native
surroundings.

related his • experiences

in

the

Navy to members of Pi Omega Pi .

The meeting was held at the home
of President Robert

Industrial Arts

last Tuesday.

Instructor Gets Doctor' s

Dr.

RALPH ORA Gallington, member
of the

require

its

DR. STANLEY Robinson recently

.

Industrial

Arts depart

ment, completed the final exam for

G.

Buzzard

Robinson is sponsoring

Omega Pi this year.

Pi

At the close of the meeting, Mrs.

Buzzard served refreshments.

a degree of Doctor of Education.on
October 23 at the George Wash
ington university, Washington, D.
c.

NEW SPECIALS
Neptune Boat Motors, Whizze
Bike Motors, Bicycles, Tricy
cles, Radios, Musical Supplies,
Toy!!, Gifts, Guns, Ammunition.

CYF Scavenger Hunt
To Be Held Tonight
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
will
meet at 7 p. m. this evening in
the Dance Studio.
Old and new
members �ttending will take part
in a scavenger hunt. Dues for this
quarter will be paid at the meet
ing.

HAR R IS ON'S
BIKE SHOP.
Phone 286

7 1 2 Jackson

MAPLE HOTEL
SERVING DAILY

DELICIOUS STEAKS, CHOPS
and

CH ICKEN DINNERS

Special Thanksgiving Dinner, Turkey and Goose
SPECIAL DINNERS PREPAREi>
for
CLUBS AND PARTIES
llY Rese� vation
.

SPECIAL

Cube Steak, French Fries, Salad $1

FREE DELIVERY

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 8 :30

PHONE 156

group
of

building, Wed

'"Biggest Little Store
in Town"
Will Rogers Theatre Bldg.

a

meeting on the stage

shown the - social and educa
tional progress of the period,
including music, art and out
standing leaders in t he s e
fields, both men and women.
Social and political reforms
and
reform
leaders
are
shown, as well as literature
during the period and its de·
cline durini: the Cival War.
According
to
Dr.
Morrisoi?
Sharp, of the social science faculty
Mr. Moberly's project exemplifies
the unlimited possibilities to which
student initiative can extend while
attending Eastern. He expressed
the desire that the chart would be
an incentive for similar .{l rojects
by other students.
Dr. Sharp was highly en
thusiastic over the chart and
said Mr. Moberly showed "a
high degree of creative imag
ination, initil},tive, and a sense
of dramatic presentation. A
possible method of instruction
to be · followed in schools
where there is no available
money for more expensive
methods of instruction, such
a chart could be used in vari
ous courses. "
Dr. Glenn H. Seymour, of the so
cial science faculty, and Dr. Sharp
agreed that Eastern, although a
small college, offered opportuni
ties for academic instruction and
student initiative on a scale equal
to that of the large "name " col
leges.
Dr. Sharp cited the enviable
record which Eastern pre
medical students hav� made
in medical scho4tl as an exam
ple of academic instruction.
During the last ten years
these students have, with one
exception, graduated into a
successful practice. Dr. Sharp
added that Harvard could not
compete with this record. He
stressed the Moberly project

llYART'S
#

PHONE 338

HOME COOKING

.. .

'· ·

BROWNbilt SHOE STORE

=

-
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Gov. Green Names
Newspaperwom an
To College Board

Soc Sci Dept.

APPOINTMENT OF Mrs

conference for

Miller of

Peru,

Ill.
,

to

Peter

the

Teachers College board was made
last week by
Gov. Dwight H.
Green.

Mrs. Miller succeeds Miss Har
riet Mcintire of Mendota, who re
cently resigned from the board be
·
cause of ill health.

U N Meeti n g s
"THE CONSTITUTION of the
United States would never have
been framed if newspapers · had
been allowed to report the Con
stitutional convention's every ac
tion, " Dr. Glenn H. Seymour said
in an interview last week.

DR. RUSSELL H. Landis of Eastern's Industrial Arts department
is among the members of a new
organization christened "The Penn
State Education Doctors. "
Only persons with doctorate de
grees from the School of Educa
tion at Pennsylvania State college
are eligible for membership in the
organization.
There are now 100 members
in 22 states.

Mid-West Educators ·
Meet at Great Lakes
DR.' HARRY L. Metter, Director
of Teacher Training and Place
ment, and Dr Hans C. Olsen, Di- ·
rector of
Off-Campus
student
teaching, will attend the
Great
Lakes Conference on Education at
ehicago, Tuesday,
November 18.
The meeting, to be held at · the
Sherman hotel, will extend from
November 17 through Novembe:t

19.

. Dr. Metter will serve on the pan
el group discussing recruiting and
teaching of teachers; Dr. Olsen
will serve on the panel group dis
cussing curriculum problems.· Oth
er topics for discussion will be ad
ministration units and transporta
tion supervision.
Prominent persons in the field
of education from Indiana, Wis
consin, Michigan, and Ohio are also
expected to attend.

cast of "Years Ago " previously at

performance

of "Dear Ruth " at Eastern. Pres

ident and Mrs. R. G. Buzzard en

tertained the Normal and Eastern ·
groups at lunch that evening.

Both Mr. Gabbard and Miss Al
len attended the
University
of
Iowa.

Directories Go On Sale
WATCH FOR the Student Directory. It will be on sale next
week. The directory was compiled
by the members of Delta Sigma
Epsilon sorority.

"Futhermore," Dr. Seymour
went on to say, "I honestly be
lieve that one of the primary
reasons for the failure of the
United Nations to date is the
fact that newspapermen are
allowed
to cover, criticize,
and often exaggerate and sen
each
member's
sationalize
most insignificant statements.

"After all," Dr. Seymour continued, "these meetings of the UN
are held in order to reach a com
promise, and it is difficult to re
tract or back down on a statement
that has been put down in black
and white by the press and absorb
ed by a great many laymen.
"It is also a temptation for
a representative to get tough
and attempt to show off lihen
he knows the folks back home
are going to observe and pass
judgment on his actions.
"This is not good diplomacy and
will, in the long run, accomplish
very little. It is for this reason, "
concluded Dr. Seymour, "that I
believe that while the press should
most certainly be allowed its free
dom it should just as certainly re
spect the right of others to con
duct their affairs in privacy with
out interference."
KEEP YOUR eye on the FF Bullseye! Keep your eye on the FF
bullseye! FF means Fall Festival.
Keep your eye on the FF bullseye!
Friday, November 14. Admission
60 cents. Keep your eye on the
FF bullseye!Keep your eye on the
FF bullseye!

Bring Your Entire Week's Wash to the

Oppose Ro 'd Route

de-

partment will attend a two-day
social

ONE HUNDRED

sc i enc e

bers of Eastern

faculties of state supported col

leges and universities

at

signed

Pere

Marquette State park Friday and
Dr.

Charles

H.

Coleman,

toan-Charleston

Faculty
clear

objecting to

highway.

.,, h e

members

that they

made

it

favored the

construction of the

highway

itself,

proposed

but not the

route. They suggested that the
highway go south of the cam
pus rather than down Lincoln
street.

Safety of the 400 grade and
high school children as well as
that of the 1300 cOirege students
was given as the chief objection.
Noise
and vibration, however,
caused by heavy auto and truck
traffic was cited as disruptive to
classes in the Main buildin�.
Highly important to many
who take pride in the beauty
of the Eastern campus is the
fact that the loss of sixty feet
along the front of the campus
would destroy some of this
planted beauty. Designed by a
famous landscape
artist
to
frame the Main building, this
planting includes many trees
and shrubs rare to Illinois.

Dr. Donald R. Alter, of East
ern's social science department,
. will address the afternoon session
on "The Proper Role of Methods
and Professional Courses,"
with
particular emphasis upon social
science. Discussants will be Har
riett Stull, of Western, and Fran
ces Alexander, of Illinois State
Normal university.

The tulip trees at the Lincoln
street entrance and the brilliant
red winged wahoo bushes at the
corner of Seventh and Lincoln
would be among the losses. The
circle and its formal canna and
tulip beds would be destroyed.

'Fowl' Foul Situation
Creates Heated Dispute

It has been authoritatively
estimated that it might well
cost the State of Illinois half
a million dollars to �ain title
to private property along Lin
coln street.

A HEATED

argument ensued at
the Chi !tho house last
week
when one of the
fellows asked
Gene Cornell what kind of ducks
he shot on his hunting trip earlier
the same morning.

BACK THE Panthers in their last
games of the season. Try to
go to Southern this Saturday, and
don't miss the final game of the
season against Western at Schah
rer field November 22.

faculty have

the college campus.

Dr.

In the final stages of the con
troversy, the kibitzer had just of
fered the suggestion that they en
list the aid of an ornithologist in
the zoology department.

i

a resolution

highway would cut off sixty feet of

Glenn H. Seymour, and Dr.Donald
R. Alter are slated to
take a
major part in the conference.

Gene and Wayne Williams bag
ged five of the fowl with their 12gauge shot guns, Gene getting the
best end of the hunt by a four to
one count. Cornell claims the
ducks were wood-ducks,
and he·
has one of the heads, which he
plans to mount, to prove it. Wil
liams, however, contends that they
were mallards, and to further foul
up the "fowl " situation, a kibitzer
says they are teels.

hirty-one mem-

the proposed route of the new Mat- '

Saturday.

Mr. and Mrs. Miller have two
childr�n, Kristie Elizabeth and
Martin McCormick.

Need· for 'Secret

tended Homecoming

science

The morning session Saturday
will be opened by Dr. Charles H.
Goleman, head of the social science
department, speaking on "Course
Content of
the Social Science
Curriculum for the Major in Social
Science. " Discussant will be Hilda
M. Watters 'Of Western llliI110 is
State college.

Sey m our Stresses

Landis Member of New
Penn State College Group

EASTERN SOCIAL

The conference opens with
a
dinner at 6 :30 p. m. Friday. The
evening session of the conference
will · begin at 7 : 4 5 p. m. with ·Mr.
Richard Browne, of Normal, open
ing the discussion on "Sur\<ey
Courses in Social Science.
" Dr.
. Glenn H. Seymour, of Eastern's
social science department, will act
as discussant.

Miller hobbies include the rais
ing and riding of Arabian horses
on a small farm two mile� from
Peru.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFI CANCE attached to most
documents of.
"Dear Ruth" Cast at
Givil War or pre-Civil-War vint
age· clings to letters of a personal
Normal' s "Years Ago."
nature.
The Lincoln collection of East
MR. E . GLENDON Gabbard, diern's library last week came into
rector of "Dear Ruth," and mem
possession of a letter mailed from
bers of the cast and product ion
Charleston in May, 1849, to Abra
ham Lincoln. The note, in its sol- . staff of the 1947 homecoming play
emnity, and with its message of
attended the homecoming play at
sadness, was written by J.D. John
Normal university, Bloomington,
ston, step-brother of Abe Lincoln,
Ill., FPiday evening, October 31.
requesting Abe to make a quick
After performance of the play,
trip to Charleston to be with his
sick father, Tom Lincoln, before
"Years Ago " by Ruth Gordon, the
he ascended into "The unknown
Normal cast served 1 unch to the
world" where he believed a crown
Eastern group.
of glory had been prepared for
Director of dramatics at Normal,
him.
Miss Mabel Allen, and the double

To Attend Confo

Following the newspaper and
political traditions of her late
parents, Senator McCormick and
Mrs. Ruth
Hanna
McCormick
Simms, one of Illinois' best-known
congresswomen, Mrs. Miller is
president . of the Daily News-Tri
bune of LaSalle-Peru and a mem
ber of the board of directors of the
Woman's National Republican club
I
of Chicago.

Mrs. Miller is also a member of
the camp advisory committee of
the national 4-H club. Last year
she and her husband · established
the state chapter of the American
Epilepsy lea¥ue.

Letter to Lincoln Added to
Social Science Collection

Faculty · M«tmbers .

It is well known that the entire
faculty at Eastern favors the East
ern Illinois general hospital. For
this reason, it should be under
stood that · the objection to the
Lincoln street routing of the high
way is in no way an objection to
the construction . of the hospital.

Geographers Meet
AL CACHERAT, president of the
Geography club, has announced
a meeting of the club to be held
on November 13, in room 315 of
the science building at 7 :30 p. m.
Dave
Winnett,
program
com
mittee chairman, will be in charge
of the program for the evening.
Mr. Cacherat said, "Any stu
dent who is majoring or minoring
in geography is extended an in
vitation to become a member .of ·
the club, and will be most welcome
at each meeting."

For Your October
Picnics and Weiner Roasts
CALL 1 500 For Your

Buns . . . Doughnuts

•

.

Rolls

IDEAL BAKERY

NORTH SIDE SQUARE

PHONE 1 500

McARTHUR MOTOR SAL ES .

LAUNDER-RITE
In just 30 minutes the Bendix has
finished your wash

30c
Per Machine Full with SOAP FRE&

AUTHORIZED

DEALER

CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS
We Offer The Following Services

All Automatic Bendix Machines

1. WRECKER SERVICE
Open Daily Except Sund�y From 7

a.

m. to 8 :30 p. m.

3. ELECTRONIC WHEEL BALANCING

LAUNDER-RITE
BASEMENT OF THE LA WES HOTEL
Private Entrance on 5th
CHARLESTON, I LL.

2. ALEMITE LUBRICATION

§treet

PHONE 2340

4. MOTOR REBUILDING
5. GENUINE FORD PARTS

I

..

November 1 2, 1947

ndure Ph i Si g
11 Wee k I n itia tio n
IG white billy goat came into

living room

Gun

Monday

last

behind him the first of
Phi Sigma Epsilon "wormsu
ish his first duty

of

"hell

" Some of the duties consistsparrows, mice,
locating
hens and bringing them to
llouse for inspection.
lhesday evening the "big
'
·n ' were sent on a hike.
had been pla_eed at var
places around the city
the worms were to ' pick
these notes. Each note told .
·e the next note could be
1. The hike lasted until
a. m. after which the
s came back to the house.

;'

1esday evening was de11ig
as "rough .house." The / en
'nment started with exercises
·•the worms in good shape for
Blindfolded,
was to follow.
the
down
worms crawled
from the se cond floor, un
ious furniture, through the
11 rooms of the house and inclining room. Paddling lines
and the actives took some
..
lmrcises.
'"

he
dy crosses
been making
the nose for
that's
> ut

id on page 7)

•

Color Sets

olor Sets

next
for worms. They tasted
''pig's eye" or better
n to you as the raw oy.. The initiation ended with
of the raw egg. All '
wtives then formed and
UbUal handshake for each
took place.

,Tile .kitchen was the

by the
for formal initiation. The
attended the services of the
11ic church at . 9 :15· a. m. The
llasembled at the house at
a. m. for formal ceremonies
·eryone present. The usual
after pledgeship was held
Rancho from 12 noon to
p. m. This completed the ·cere-

18.

1es, all sizes

.Pledge class

consisted of

.athrop, Robert Rhodes, Max

'tlilliam Foss, Ernie Waren,
ltrebing, Don Carmichael,
Welch, Charles Gross, Jack
•rth, and Jim Seymour.

1m

HIT 'S

Reporter Views Short
Wave Transm itter
HAVE YOU ever visited 'the shortwave transmitter on the second
floor of the S�ience building ? I
did recently, and I was surprised
at the equipment. I had alway$
imagined it to be an array of bul
k y transformers, boxes, etc., all but
filling the room. All that was vis
'
ible were two rectangular boxes
sitting on a table, each having a
bewildering arra y of knobs, dials,
and switches.
Three men were in the room
when my friend and I entered. One
sat at a control panel and spun
knobs and flipped switches. The
others sat with pencil and paper
ready to write down any calls or
signals that they were able to pick
up.
The operator opened the trans
mitting circuit and expertly fin
gered the sending key.
"W9ZOW · calling CQ ! W9ZOW
calling CQ! " The call flashed over
the antenna and out into the air.
an alert
Conn.,
In Goodrich,
amateur operator heard it; and re
plied with his call.
"WlZHV to W9ZOW-I hear you
well. Wltat is your lo.cation ? "
Our operator gave our location
and some information on the club,
then signed off, and another con
tact had been made.
Saskatoon, Canada, and Lima,
Peru have been contacted, and the
range of the transmitter has not
been reached. The new dir�tional
beam antenna will lengthen the
horizon s of the club indefinitely.

PAGE SEVEN

Pem Hall Notes

The Ave n g e r

Homecoming, Hollowe'en
Disrupt Pemite Schedule

( Continued from page 4 )
enough ; now it's plagiarism.
After I sweat over a hot type
writer for two weeks, I don't
like guys who steal my stuff !"
"I assure you there are adequate
copyright laws to . . . "
flared,
"Adequate . . . ," he
then slumped as though defeated.
"Look, for over a year I've been
doing my best, honest. My stories
aren't so . hot; but gosh, I try
hard ! "

WHAT SAY we catch up on the
happenings in Pem Hall. Home
coming being over, everyone ex
pected a nice peaceful lull in the
activities. It was al most achieved

•

I

· GLOVES

GLOVES

KEEP YOUR eye on the FF bullseye! Keep your eye on the FF
bullseye ! FF means Fall Festival.
Keep your eye on the FF bullseye !
Friday, November 14.

from

BY KAYSER & BOYCE-LAZARUS

R YA N ' S

·*

South Side Square

Phone 598

HARDWARE

�

} -� - �
�
,

� �
.

.

.
'

1ess counts at college.

that well dressed
appearance

. 1
� .

6 5•

US T.at

y
W11

GLOVES

Dress Well Shop
.

.

NORTH SIDE SQUARE

FROMMEL

�

I

National
WHOSE
VETERANS
Service Life Insurance has laps
ed have less than two months in
which to reinstate it without a
physical examination.
This warning was issued by
Harry A. Thomas, Illinois Vet
erans Commission service officer
in .Coles c;ounty, who will assist
any veteran in reinstating his in
surance.
After Jan. 1, 1948, the service
officer said, a physical examination
wil l be required for reinstatement
of NSL Insurance which has been
lapsed more than three months.
Several thousand Illinois veter
ans have reinstated their insurance
policies during the first ten months
of 1947.
Ill addition to helping veterans
insurance,
reinstate their lapsed
Service Officer Harry A. Thomas,
whose offices are located at 1709
Broadway ave., Mattoon, Ill., will
assist any · veteran in converting
his insurance to any one of six per
manent plans.

until the Thursday night before
Hallowe'en. It seems that some of
the college co-eds picked up the
ad"Remember, Stan," I
old "trick or tre!lt" business from
moni�hed, "forgive thy ene
the kids in the training school.
mies." He · stiffened suddenly,
Sally / Watt left us last week.
irrational.
eyes f l a m ;i n g,
We all hated to see such a sweet
"Yeah, I forgive my enemies
little gal leave the ranks of Pem
O.K. That's why I'm lookin'
Hall. We are wishing her all the
for Jim. I want to forgive him
luck and happiness which we know
permanently."
she deserves.
"What do you mean,' I demand
We enjoyed a visit from Toni
ed, feeling the cold hatre d of his
Frazier last week. Toni, who was
words.
a Pemite last year, is working in
"Yo u hear about Carl Shelton ?"
Arcola at the present time.
Dolores Seaman and Pat Brown
He picked up a large violin case
have been changing the hair- styles
"I'm
froJil the seat beside him.
around the hall lately in case you • gonna forgive McKay like the boys
hadn't noticed. Both prove to be
forgave Shelton!"
very · handy with scissors and
"You taking violin les,sons ? "
Correction !
razors--just don't say anything
said I glibly, heart rising in my
to aggravate them during their
CORRECTION! IN the "Lets Go
throat.
work, that's all.
To College" schedule of last
Laughing nastily, he rose,
These cool, clear nights seem
week the November 7 program
out
took
and
case,
the
opened
to lend themselves to serenaders.
should have read : Meet Your
one of those MP-45 machine ,
At any rate, the hall has had
School, Eastern State High.
full
a
in
Shoving
carbines.
I
their share during the past weeks.
clip, he savagely jerked the
The Sig Taus, Tri Sigs, Phi Sigs,
bolt, loading the chamber.
and Kappa Sigs have given very
With the German tom gun slung
enjoyable serenades.
in the crook of his arm he leared
Delores Krick has be � n beaming
EAST SIDE CAFE
at me, "If you see McKay, tell him
for the past week. We � an scarce
ly blame her, however. Have you
I'm lookin' for him. Tell him, then
./
DINNER
PLATE AND
hit th• dii:t !"
checked her third finger, left
Moses, Radio Staff
hand ? The lovely diamond is
LUNCHES
Turning on his heel, he stalked
from Jay Knott-as if you didn't
out the front door. There was a
Visit U of I Station
SANDWICHES
know.
crash of glass as Walt knocked
date
to
up
us
bring
must
That
he
g\lasses
coke
some
over
when
OF Eastern's radio
PERSONNEL
SOFT DRINKS
·
on the news in Pem Hall, so that's
dived under the cc.rli nter.
station under the direction of
week.
next
until
all
Dr. Elbert R. Moses. Jr. visited
If you see Stan Koester and his
station WILL at the University
bur p gun, head . for cover! Don't
LIST & LIST, Props.
of Illinois last Saturday.
try to reason with him; he's des
Chi Rhos Wear Pins
Equipped with large control
perate. God help Jim McKay!"
•
room, auditorium and broadcasting \ XP STANDS for Chi Rho.
studios, station WILL is tops. in
Chests of charter members of
college rJldio.
Chi Rho, newest social fraternity
Members of the trip watched
on campus, are now adorrt'ed with
the 10 :45 a. m. broadcast of "Side
small, gold recognition pins which
street, America,'' a series of
arrived last week from the fra
dramatized feature stories from
ternity's national office.
t
the week's news.
"We picked up a few ideas for
programs,'' said Dr. Moses. "And
\
Always the
we saw that despite our limited
We have a huge stock of them in all sizes and many
facilities at Eastern, our shows
Perfeel G-i ft
are generally on a par with those
styles : Pigskin, Kidskin, and Fine Fabrics.
of WIL1:-."
FlNE PHOTOGRAPHS

-

' .;1, .

Take Ca re of Your
NS Life Insura nce

· :,

ce-a -ye ar

See Us For

•

.·

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

•

Sportin g Goods

Gifts

Electrical Appliances

Paint

DR. 0. E. HITE
DENTIST
First National Bank Bldg.

Housewares

Dishes

Leather Goods

Glass

PHONE 492

.

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

IAL Of F E R

:JTHING.

\
We extend an invita
tion

to

students

all

Eastern

to take ad

vantage of the servic
es re�dered

by this in

stitution.

Charleston National Bank

Phone 69

501 Jackson

Residence 380

Office Phone 350

Hours by Appoint�ent

DR. WARREN C.
HUCKLEBERRY

DR. W. B. TYM

CLINTON D. SWICKARD, M.D.
MACK W. HOLLOWELL, M.D.

A C E OF

D.

Charleston, Illinois

Office Hours, 9 :00-4 :80

OPTOMETRIST
Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted
Lenses Duplicated
HUCKLEBERRY BLDG.
Phones: Off. 808, Res. 1808

'

N. C. IKNA YAN, M.

Physicians and Surgeons
Hours by Appointment
6041,1 ·sixth St.
Office Phone 30
Res. Phones 773 - 430
DR. DEAN A. AM.BROSE
OPTOMETRIST
Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted
, Visual 'Training
North Side of Square
Phones 325 and 340

DENTIST
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Phones: Off. 476; Res. 762

•

G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.
Office Hours, 1 : 00 to 6 : 00
511% Jackson Street

P. B. LLOYD, M. D.

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted
Linder Bldg.
Phones : Office 94; . Res., 694

DR. DUNCAN, M. D.
Hours by Appointment
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Office and Res. Phone 12
803 Jackson Street

�

�
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Seeker

DeKalb Power Beats Panthers 25-6; Johnson
Scores Lone Eastern Tally in First Period

I/AC Crown on th e L in e When.
· Eastern ln v�des Southern U

,.

OVERCOMING A 6-0 halftime
lead, DeKalb's Huskies, display
ing a powerful running and pass
ing attack, scored seemingly at
will to vanquish Eastern Saturday
afternoon 25-6. The
game
was
played amid snow flurries at De.
Kalb.

COACH MAYNARD
Brien's eleven will jou
Carbondale Friday a f t e r
where they will engage the
ern lllinois university M '
in a gridiron contest Sa
·
November 15.

Stand Out

Wing Man

The IIAC crown will be on
block as . the game is a musij
for both teams. Southern is f
ing their conference seas�
they have turned back No
Western, and tied Normal. A
over ·Eastern would give them
possession of the crown
·
three won and one tied rec

With this defeat, the Pan
thers were toppled from their
undefeated conference rating.
Eastern now has won one and
lost one and must win its re
maining two games to win the
conference championship.
The Huskies opened the game by
kicking off to Haworth who re
turned to the EI 41. After two
. 41tunning plays gained five yards,
Benoche punted to the Northern
15 yard stripe. The Huskies pick
ed up two first downs ana ad
vanced the ball to the Eastern 49
yard line. Bujnowski of Panthers
recovered a fumble on the next
play on the DeKalb 46. Don John
son gained seven yards and Earl
Benoche gained two. Johnson made
El's first down when he carried
to the Huskies' 36. Quarterback
Boyle then hit Neal Hudson on a
pass play that gained 20 yards.
Johnson took the ball on a reverse
and went over for a to'uchdown.
The conversion by Hilligoss was
unsuccessful. Only five
minutes
of playing time had elapsed.

a
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19.
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Prm
of ed
consin
expect.

The remaining part of the
first half was played near the .
midfield stripe with neither
team threatening seriously to
score. A highlight of the . sec
ond period was a punt by East
ern's Earl Benoche. Standing
on his own 18, he punted out
of bounds on the opponents'
nineteen yard marker, a boot
that carried 63 yards.
Just before the end of the half
the Panthers drove down to the
Husky 25 yard line with the pass
ing of Boyle and Babb sparking
the advance. The threat ended,
however, as Babb's pass was in
tercepted on the DeKalb 17. The
half ended with Northern trying
some · desperation passes.
The Huskies started rolling
in the second half w h e n
Robertson's punt from his 26
carried only to the El 44 yard
stripe. With
Robinson and
Huntsburger
alternating
at
toting the ball, the Norther
ners rolled to three consecutive
first downs and a touchdown.
A 15 yard penalty against
Northern nullified their suc
cessful
conversion
attempt
and the second attempt was
short.
Don Fortunato,
brilliant
De
Kalb quarterback, paved the way
for the next Husky score.
On
'third down he passed to left end
Walker who was finalcy pulled
down on the Panther 16. Robinson
drove to the nine and a five yard
penalty against EI gave Northern
a first down on the Panther four
yard line. Fortunato then executed
a successful quarterback sneak.
This evidently broke the
Panther spirit as they soon
fumbled and the Huskies scor
ed again. This time Huntsbui:
ger and Lencioni carried the
brunt of the Northern attack,
with Huntsburger taking
it ·
over from the one foot line.
The score at this time was
19-6. Eastern put on a goal
line drive of their own. With
Boudreau's passing and Hud
son's receiving they reached
Continued on page 10)

(

of crown
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Leedio Cabutti
. returns

FRIENDS AT

•

BURL IVES, Eastern's singing
left-guard, is "lineman of the
day."
Scoring the game-sealing second
touchdown against Carbondale last
Saturday, Ives became the first
1927 Panther lineman lto cross
the marker that leads to enemy
pay-dirt and six points.

five in a row at the expense of the
ISNU 'B' eleven last Saturday at
Schahrer field by winning a hard
fought battle, 7-6. It was the clos
est game thus far for the little
giants. A victory over the Milli
kin B would give the Panther Cubs
a clean slate for this season. The
Cubs defeated the Big Blue Jay
vees earlier in the season.
Four great goal-lh\e stands
by
Eastern dominated the
game in the first half. After
the Panthers
ed off to
e Redbirds
open the game,
moved down field from their
own 30 to the Eastern six,
where they lost the ball on
downs. After
exchange of
punts Normal / intercepted an
Eastern pass ort the mid-field
stripe, and moved to a first
down on the Blue and Gray
one yard line.

kk!i:
tll

o/.1

Then the Panthers put on a
story-book goal-line stand
and
took over on downs on their own
two. In the second period the
Reds once again moved tt;> the Pan
ther six, but lost the ball
on
downs. Just before the intermis
sion Eastern intercepted a INor
mal pass on their own five . to
stave off another drive. The half
ended 0-0.
In the final frame Eastern
recovered a Normal fumble on
the Normal 13 but oould only
advance to the eight, and the
Redbirds were forced to punt
out to their own 27. A ground
play gained nothing, and then
Bill Sargent tossed a touch
down pass to Paul Arnold, who

MAKE

IT

A MUSICAL
CHRISTMAS

Radios,

No rmal Ta kes l lAC
Aeet; Eastern Second
CONFERENCE cross-coun
,.
try honors were, captured by

�

THE

LITTLE CAMPUS
WALT WARMOTH, Prop.

"Big Jim'' Lovin was elec
most valuable player on t
Maroon. squad, as well as
named All-Conference tacklll
A standout back in his
man season at Southern last
Dick Seelman, of Flora, is a
runner, and passes capably
long distances.

Wayne Henderson and Bill Au
gustus, of Normal, surged ahead of
9th place Bill Monier, the third
Eastern runner 'to cross the finish.
One second behind Monier was the
short, · long-winded
John
Barr
grabbing a 10th place for Eastern
ahead of 11th place runner Dick
Schnieder from Normal.

Leedio Cabutti, of Joh
City, was named All-Conf
ence end in 1945, and is p
ing his fourth year of f
ball for the Maroons.
The entire Maro·on squad s
( Continued on page 10)

Don "Skeets"
Sullivan, 'E ast
ern's only chance for a first place,
developed the cramps
only
one
mile out of pay dirt and ·could not
complete the race.

The Panther long-run squad out
lasted Southern to grab off the
number two spot.
Joe
McLallerty,
Southern
a
speedster, broke the tape in 19 :03
over the 3 1h.-mile journey.

That 11NEW

LOOK?11

O u r Flowers Will Plea se Both

I

Normal pushed the next two
runners across as Louis De
Prino and John Winkler finish
ed with Bill Keene, another
Southern trackster, following

The Modern or "Old Fa,shion " Girl
prop

Out

or

Call
•

* ·
GATES BARB ER SHOP
Wi l l Rogers Theater Bd.

VETERAN'S
CAB
SERVICE

WHEELERS
Phone 2000

Monroe at 1

WOMEN ARE BEGGING
.

.

US

for the Reci

Call 61
Cause they find our dough
24 HOUR SERVICE

preparation tastier
than homemade !

PROMPT-COURTEOUS
Local and out-of-town

•

service
·

•

CAPPA-LEE

The Maroons, coached
Glenn "Abe" Martin, boast
returned lettermen on
63 man 'Squad. Three s
outs among these retu
varsity men are Jim Lo
Dick Seelman, and Leedio
butti.

Normal last Saturday on the East

'

�1-

back

ern long-distance track.

Phonopraghs .

and Records

. . . soph

Eastern began to score after
19 : 28 had elapsd and Don Glover,
first�year man from Paris, sprint
ed in just ahead. of Dick Spillers,
Eastern track-trodder from Brazil,
Ind.

caught it on the seven, side
stepped three would-be tack·
lers and went over standing
up. Bill Mµssehnan converted
the game-winning extra point.
Midway in the final frame Cleon
(Continued on page 1 0 )

IAA

Dick Seelman

in the fourth position.

EASTERN'S 'B' ELEVEN made it.

E L E c 1 1 1_c
•

Yea rs · Ago

Pa n th e r Cu bs B e a t N o rm a l B's
For Fifth Stra i g ht Victo ry, 7-6

VAN B ELL
MEET YOUR

Eastern· dropped Normal ii
Homecoming tussle, but was
en badly by Northern last
day. Victories over both Sou
and Western would give the
conference honors.
Northern has finished their
son with two wins, one loss
tie. Normal has a loss and tw
at present, and Western hu
iwo with two to play.
With the latter three vi
out of the running all see
hinge on the game at So
this Saturday.

"Abe" Martin

FOOD

MART

TODAY'S SPECIALS

e

Fresh Baked Pies

e

Variety of Cakes

e

Breakfast Rolls

e

Wide Assortment

·

STAPLES AND FANCY
I

GROCERIES - MEATS

K E I T H '·

FRESH FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES

708 Lincoln

Every

t seaso1
t were
pe's byl
a picke1
p tackle
era! of
stern's 1

BA K E R
Phone 2190

c:

av, Nove�her 1 2, 1947
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ngage the
versity M
ontest Sa

'O TOUGH TACKLES TO TORME NT
,NTH ERS N EXT SATU RDAY
1y "GUNNER " LaRose and Frank Pitol will find the going
llnighty rough next weekend as they stare across the line at pi)ssi
the two best tackles they have faced all season. The rugged gentle
they will contend with most of the afternoon will be Maroons Jim
in and Charlie Mathieu.
�ery time Lovin's name is mentioned I can't help recalling the

;In

all-opponent selections
published under
the
Lovin
�
line last year.
picked for one of the two
tackles spots.
Immediately
11 of the closer observers of
1m's games asked who Lovin

competition at Eldorado.

Life in

the deep south didn't seem like
home to Charlie.

He was the biggest, rough-

est, youngest, and most home

sick soul I ever saw. He miss

Valuable

ed football that fall, but at
•

the end of a

year

he

was

spot

for

transferred to Bucknell where
·

he held a starting

two years. The big blond play

ed behind Melosvich most of

last season, but got in the
Eastern game long enough
last year to block a punt and
fall on it in the end zone for
the first touchdown
of his
gridiron competition. Charlie
will be the Maroon who calls
'the coin flip and makes the
decisions a.s he carries out his
captain du.ties this Saturday.
Two tough cookies for Panth
er backs to beware of Satur
day, Jim Lovin and Charlie
Mathieu.

termen on
11.d. Three
these retu
are Jim L1
11, and Leedio
ovin was elec·
player o n
a s well a s
1
i:ference tackli
back in his
Southern last
of Flor a, is a
passes capa bl

Lbutti, of Joh
1amed All- Co
1 945, a nd is p
trth year of f,
Maroons.
Maroon squad
ied on page 10 )

)K?''

loth

n" Girl

•

...

Monroe

Jim Lovin

. . . southerner

He didn't start the game
1t the Panthers last year,
•hen he did get in he showed

flashes of good football.
1ner" worked across from
1d considered him no better
lleveral others he had o:p
�ng the season. A hunch
he was off form that day
with some inside
in1tion on Jim led· to his se
on the Dope's all-opponent
TJI hunch paid off as the
lames-built Southerner
1med the most valuable man
Maroon squad and ended
Jialloting for the most val
flayer in the conference. I
last year before the game
rm all outward appearances
1rves all the honor that has
bis way.

If And y Sullivan's Arcola boys
lost their grudge game with Tus
cola yesterday, And y claims that
Newman deserves an assist.
A
carload of Newman
boys
put
Andy's best back on crutches last
week and he hadn't done any.run
ning until the day before the game.
A victory in the Tuscola game
would give Arcola the Okaw Valley
championship; a defeat would have
thrown the conference into a four
way tie.
We always like to keep up with
the more successful of the former .
News staff · members and one of
these more successful came to our
attention iast week. .Betty "Tex
as" McDaniels had an article on
sleeping in the Normal Vidette last
week. The subject seemed to suit
the author and the contents were
handled in a drowsy manner. Sus
picion is now aroused as to who
was responsible for quoting Hub
bard in one of the earlier issues o:f
the Normal paper.

Pa sses On

THE GRANDEST horse of them
all is dead. Big Red, as Ameri
can as the hot dog and Babe Ruth,
passed away in his thirtieth year
at Faraway Farms, Kentucky.

Millions of Americans, ar
dent fans of the "sport of
kings," casual readers of the
sports pages, and people who
were not even remoteey in
terested in sports of any kind,
knew · and loved the �allant
old warrior of the turf b!' rep
utation.
Man o' War's total earnings for
his racing career falls consider
ably short of the money records
hung up by today's con\enders,
but is must also be remembered,
considerably
short
of
today's
stakes. And in the years to come,'
whenever horse lovers gather to
talk shop, Man o' War, not Stymie,
Assault, or Armed, will lead the
paddock parade.
The thousands of people
who
braved a rain to file by Big Red's
oak casket as he lay in state were
not merely paying tribute to a
great race horse. Man o' War was
more than that; he was an Ameri
can tradition.
BAOK THE Panthers in their last
two games of the season. Try to
go to Southern this Saturday, and
don't miss the final game of the
season against Western at Schah
rer field.

THEATRE

THEATRE

Feminine Feats

H I GH TIME FOR H OCKEY TRI PPERS
I'l'- IS rumored that the girls attending the exhibition hockey game in
Indiana had a great deal of fun singing and having a gay ol' time.
Some girls ,( one in particular, Gwen) saved their voices on the trip
over and made lots of noise on the way back. Everyone learned new
songs and became better acquainted. The sightseeing trip in Indian
apolis for an hour seemed very short, and one of the main disappoint
ments of the trip was that the

girls could not stay to see

�ommy

Dorsey in person. And it only cost

74 cerits.
·

Mary Patton ate two pieces of

cherry cream pi� _for lunch. After

she

finished eating the pie, she

ran - around the bus several times
to run off the calories.

Betty Nixon sang so much on
the trip that- she lost her voice.
She gained it back the next day.

WAA is having a very hard
time getting in enough meetings.

If you happened to see any
girls hanging on the bars south of
the PE bu'ilding, don't get wor
ried. It is only part of PE 101. One
girl even managed to hang for
three minutes before sli)>ping off.

Girls See English
Hockey Team
THIRTY-TWO GIRLS attended the
exhibition game between Earl
ham coilege and the English wo
men's all-star hockey team from
England. The English team has
never been defeated b y any Amer-

THE ATRE

THEATRE

CLIVE DICK

i n s i d e information
:ioned above came from
ather tackle that will hold
.ing assignment
this
lay. Blond, 210 pounds,
ively built, and with the
1ition of a fleecy lamb ;
We
's Charlie Mathieu.
on a train headed south.

PLUMBING AND

ADMISSION - 16c & 30c .

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

Matinees Sat. and Sun.

FRI.-SAT

NOV. 14-15

..
r�=·=·=······

_,11:
SUN.-MON.

�
1'?·"·· · �
:
·�'.'::·
:��:'.:�

SUN.-MON.

NOV. 16-17

;

D E
'llll DEVJt.r.
.

Plumbing, Heating and
Sheet Metal Work

Charleston's

EEKER

OLDEST

.de!

.....

�'gjdlfdd> �

MOST

I Pies

RELIABLE

O n e s h o w n is "mon.size"

Cakes

mode of genuine Morocco, in
popular colors. Hos coin pu rse,

·

tment

ITH'

TUES.-WED.-THURS.
NOV. 18-19-20

MMADE

AND

re(Tl o v o b l e p o s s c a s e , s n a p

.LESTON

fastener

$3.60

•

EANERS

Hanfls Jewelry
Phone 256

K E R

West Side

Your Assurance of Quality

610 6th St.

and Satisfaction

,,

tour of eight states, and is noted

for its endurance, teamwork, and

their wa y of playing the ball.
The girls who saw the game in
Richmond, Ind., were Marilyn Bag
by, Louise Biedenbach, Virginia
Boyer,
Betty
Bozarth,
Rosella
Brooks, Norma Clark, Ruth Cline,
Mary Cole, Irma Conrad, Jahala
Foote, Betty Frew, Agnes Glenn,
Phyllis Horin, Maurine Jones, Rose
Ann Kibler, Gwen Kilman, Joyce
Love, Selrtla
Mathias,
Estalene
Meeker, Betty Monier, Barbara
Monticue, Kathleen Nelson, Betty
Nixon, Mary Patton, Zetta Pink
staff, Delores Seaman,
Barbara
Sheeks, Glenda Stombaugh, Vir
ginia Walker, Wilhemina Wette
row, and Margaret Yakey.
BACK THE Panthers in their last
two games of the season. Try to
go to Southern this Saturday, and
don't mi&s the final game of the
season against Western at Schah
rer field. .

THEATRE

THEATRE

Always the Same . . .

tplete strangers, we had one
ill common. We were report
the same station of our
navy.
Charlie
ille uncle's
18 yet. The fall before he
named first string tack
tbe if:hicago Daily News all
teadl for his four years of

astier

This team composed of fifteen

members and a coach is making a

1 1 11c1i1 rn

HEATING

TELEPHONE 295

ican combination.

THEATRE

--·

nd our

tolls

Ma n of Wa r,
America n Tradition ,

TUES.-WED.-THURS.

NOV. 12-15
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Wednesday, November
_

DeKalb Pours on Power;

Sloan Speaks at
Today's Assembly

Line's Busy

Beats Eastern 25-6

Round and Round
Let's Go to College

( Continued from page 1 )
gressive ed"'eation ma y affix
a "red' label to the leading ad
vocates of progress education,
but Dr. Sloan declared that
such labels will not frighten
progressive educators, since
they know the same labels and
epithets were hurled at Jesus,
Socrates, �aine, and Lincoln.

( Continued from page 8)
the Husky 12. Here the drive
failed.
After an exchange of punts and
fumbles an EI punt was blocked
and Northern fullback Brigham
picked it up and carried it over
for the last score of the game. The
game ended with the Panthers
tryin� some / desperation passes

Nov.

The only consolation they
got from the ga nie' was the
fact that they finally broke
their streak of scoring 13
points a game. The 13 points
per-game streak had extend
ed over six games, in which
·
the Panthers had lost all but

12-The

Children's

Hour-Bry�n Heise.
Nov.
gram.

13-Children's

Pro

Nov. 14--Meet Your High
'
school-Pana High Sch?ol.
Nov. 17-Music Apprecia
tion-Lee Crook.
Nov.
Forum.

"Democrac y and progressive education are on the march. Educa
·
tional, political, and religious ab
solutists may delay this march,
but they cannot stop it because it
·
is the 'idea explosive' of our gen
eration," emphasized Dr. Sloan.

that had moved the ball from deep
in their own territory to the
· Northern 35.

18-SociaI

Science

Listen every afternoon at
2 :30 over WLBH 1170 on
your dial.

It's the worst darn place
ever seen to find rest.
I like it.
Pem Hall is
ter.
I hate it.
A man's character
with slur.
I hate 1it.
It makes me mad, it ma�
sad,
It takes the faith right

this lad.
It's the worst
is, begad.
I hate it.

·

comm uni
rch choiri
ounding 1
lo parts
be sung
r, who w
eople,"
Lee, bas
May A
o
kness Sha
ti People
Ilness."
uth Long
hold a Vi
Thou Th.
To
Zic
ised." G1
sing "Re.
Hoy, alto
His Flo
ano, will
" "Thy
His Rea:
if There
g by K·
My R1
ng by I

•
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one.
Lineups :
Eastern
Hudson
LaRose
Snapp
Stivers
Davisson
Pitol
Haworth
Boyle
Benoche
Johnson
Sweet

I

Northern
Walker
. Mascal
Reitzel
Hamhill
Bally
Stricker1
Brink
Kaczala
Lencioni
Huntsburger
Brigham

LE
LT
LG

c

. RG
RT
RE
QB
HB
HB
FB

. . . a' Libby Harri.ngton
uses the new phone booth that has
been installed at the west en
trance of the Main building.

Cubs Beat Normal B 's

Substitutions :
Eastern : Babb, Lenciot>i, Sink,
Smith, Gross, Kruzich, Bujnowski, .
Hilligoss, Robertson, Mills, Lile,
Carlyle, Boone,
Adams, Baker,
Boudreau, Howard.
Northern : Robinson, Cook, Froe
lich,· Garrett, Urich, Klenier, Dun
dee, Minnehan, Hennigan, Fortunato.
·

Eastern

6

0

0

0

6

Northern

0

0

6

19

25

.
( Continued from page 8)
Fellows pitched a seven-yard pass
to Jake Sclilinger in the end-zone
for Normal's only score. Paul
Burrus blocked Dick Lewlin's all
important attempted conversion.
Eastern stalled out the remainder
of the game, and the teams left
the field with the Panther Cubs on
top of a 7-6 count.

Stu
Nal

" T H E R E 'S
Cl GAR E T T E FO R ME

Eastern I nva des SQuthern

Snappy Se rvice

I N N

•

•

•

M Y F AV O R I T E

( Continued from page 8)
be in the right frame of mind
for the Saturday tussle after the
tie game with the Redbirds of
Normal last Saturday on the latter's own field.
IIAC Conference Standings:
w L T
1
2
0
Southern
1
2
1
Northern
1
0
1
Eastern
1
2
Normal
0
0
0 2
Western

Welcome College
Students to . . .

M·I S S
RKO

"T H E

Dry cleaning

B E N N H T T J S AT
ll A D I O ' S

H li R

CURRENT

W O M AN O N

B E S T IN

PIC T U R E

T fI E

by B i g g s

gives your lovely woolens
and

sheers

a

new

lease

on life. Bring them in ' to
day for cleaning that will
renew them.

6th and Jackson St.
(

THE HOME OF THE

BIGGS

HAMBURGER
"BUY 'EM BY THE SACK''
You'll like 'em the
way we fry 'em

Open

CLEANERS
Pick Up Service
704 JACKSON

PHONE 456

6 : 00 A. M. to 12 :00 A. M.

Die Sta mped School Boxed Pa �er.
1 st Box $ 1 .29-2nd Box

1C

Also School Jewelry one-half price

* * * * *

KI N G B ROTH E RS
BOOK AND STATIONERY STORE
e

THE SHOP OF THOUGHTFUL GIFTS
Phone 428

•

12,

West Side Square

_&. ALWAYS MILDER
B BETT·ER TASTING
. (OJ COOLER SMOKING

}� �/ll:tdl1� .

__..----'IJ44
�
,,r.'iltf
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' ���
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